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Head over heels in her devotion to the Joker, Arkham psychiatrist Harleen Quinzel gave up her

career (and her sanity) to transform herself into the ultimate companion for crimeâ€™s clown prince

- the mad moll Harley Quinn. Of course, Harleyâ€™s romance with the Joker hasnâ€™t been easy.

The two are at each other throats as often as in each otherâ€™s arms, and that buzzkill Batman is

always sticking his nose in just when things are starting to get fun. But what great love story is

without the occasional incarceration and life-threatening peril?The Jokerâ€™s main squeeze takes

center stage in these stories from top creators Paul Dini, Yvel Guichet, Don Dramer, Joe Quinones,

Neil Googe and more!Collects stories from:Â  BATMAN: HARLEY QUINN #1, BATMAN: GOTHAM

KNIGHTS #14, #30, DETECTIVE COMICS #831, #837, JOKERâ€™S ASYLUM II: HARLEY QUINN

#1, BATMAN: BLACK AND WHITE #1, #3, LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT 100-PAGE SUPER

SPECTACULAR #1 and DETECTIVE COMICS #23.2.
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Let's be honest with each other. If you consider yourself a fan of Harley Quinn, you should probably

own this. If you're unsure and just want to learn more about the crazed former psychiatrist, this is a

great start. It's like a snapshot into some of her best story lines to give you a taste of what you have

in store if you join us in this fandom.

A great book with several different stories about harley. i think my favorite one is where her and ivy



make a bet. wasn't overly fond of the last story included, as i'm not really a fan of her new 52 suicide

squad personality (i do enjoy her solo series though). overall it's a very nice book with several

stories centered on harley. And it does have a table of contents that also tell which comic that story

was originally in.

Harley Quinn is a hard-nut to crack: created for the 90s television show, but built up in Batman

comic in the 90s, the aughts, and beyond. The darkness of Harley's character is inconsistent and

the new 52 version is darker than the first incarnation, but both incarnations shows Harley Quinn

and Batman's balance between angst, campiness, and noir. While some of stories are slight, and

perhaps too many recounting of origin stories, this is a good introduction to one of the few popular

contemporary additions to Batman's rogue gallery.

Just got the book after 5 days which was very much earlier than it said it was supposed to come

very happy with it, it came in great condition no wrinkles or anything

A mishmash of random Harley stories about her going on adventures involving: Batman, Joker, Ivy,

Ventriloquist and Riddler. My favorites of the bunch were the shorts 'The Bet' which is between

Harley and Ivy and 'Role Models' once again featuring Harley and Ivy. Joe Quinones had my

favorite art style in the collection with stories 'The Most Important Day of the Year' and 'Justice is

Served'. The book ended with the weakest part leaving a bad taste in my mouth, a more recent

Suicide Squad Harley who I tend to ignore.

I actually bought the comic on accident on my kindle but I'm really happy that I did. I liked the

different art styles that each story had, there was humor, and there was sadness to it. I would

recommend it, it's refreshing. Not to bash on the new takes on Harley, but I like these versions so

much more. It's the original feeling to her, while the new comics just has her running around doing

pointless things.

Very good book for Harley Quinn fans.

Great gathering of Harley Quinn fables and art.Very entertaining book for any Harley fan.............
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